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The game awards 200 points for each match you play. So you can create a fighter (CAF) with a total stats rating of 1 and just a pound on that CAF in trade show mode until you've earned as many points as you want. No career losses Don't want to blemish your winning record in career mode? Want a remach? If you find yourself about to
lose, get out of your profile and then log back in. Training retries in career mode Getting four stars in a learning mini-game can be frustrating. If you don't get the score you're looking for, you can go out on the career top menu during screen results. Automatic saving is not activated. Then you can reboot your save and try the mini-training
game again for better statistics improvements. Trophies There are 19 bronze trophies, 14 silver trophies, 2 Golden trophies, and 1 platinum trophy. The quarter is down, three go (silver) - Clear 25% or more of all game modes. Artiste (bronze) - Create a logo and apply it to CAF as a tattoo. Bahving Man (bronze) - Create a highlight reel.
Breaking Your Best Toys (Silver) - Win vs. CAF, who got a Career Hall of Fame in an exhibition of expert sophistication or above. Breaking Your Toys (Bronze) - Win a match against COM at a problem while using CAF in show mode. Rough Power (Bronze) - Representing Slam or Stomp Escape COM in the exhibition at Extended
Difficulties or Above Chopping 'Em Down (Bronze) - Get a TKO victory by damaging the opponent's legs. A certain champion (silver) - Clear name mode without any breaks. Double Division Champion (Silver) - Use 1 fighter in career mode to win the UFC championship in 2 weight classes. Even Rocky had a Montage (silver) - Create a
Highlight Reel with 10 or more different fighters. Everyone's a Critic - Evaluate content created by other players in the Content Sharing section. Exhibition Excellence (Bronze) - Win 5 ranking online matches in a row. Extracurricular (bronze) - Join the internet camp. Fight Camp Frenzy (Silver) - Win 10 consecutive Fight Camp Exhibition
Matches. Finish the fight (gold) - After a knockout or TKO, land 4 finishing blows and win the match. The first of many! (Bronze) - Win a top-rated online match for the first time. Getting a Leg Up (Silver) - Defeat COM on extended or higher in exhibition or tournament mode with each leg of the submission. GOOOAAL!!! (Silver) - KO
opponent with a football kick. Hall of Fame (Silver) - Enter the Hall of Fame with a career fighter. History of the best of both ways (silver) - Get a 100% completion score with both fighters in the fight in Ultimate Fights Mode. Making rain (bronze) - 10,000 or more store points accumulated. Online Amateur (Bronze) - Play 10 or more online
matches. Online Traveller (Silver) - Play 500 or Online match rating. Platinum (Platinum) - Get all the trophies pound for pound (silver) - Win in each division in the exhibition with extended complexity or above. Practice does (Bronze) - Play an online Fight Camp Sparring match. Ready to win! (Bronze) - Play through every training game
with a fighter in career mode. PRIDE Champion (bronze) - Win 25 fights in a row in title defense mode. Prime Time Fighting - Play and complete 6, 7 or 8 card events in event mode. Prolific Champion (gold) - Use 1 fighter in career mode and win the WFA Championship, UFC Championship, and PRIDE Grand Prix. Punching is hard work
(bronze) - Win a match at Ultimate in exhibition or tournament mode with energy simulation settings. Puppeteer (bronze) - Create a CAF and change face with CREATE A FIGHTER. Legendary Career (Bronze) - Full career mode with CAF or Fighter Roster. Training Examination (silver) - Get a 4-star score in a training game with a fighter
in career mode. Triple Threat (silver) - Get any Level 3 move for 1 fighter in career mode. Ready (bronze) - Choose guided tutorial note: Point values for XBox360 only. Otherwise, it's the same for the PS3 and XBOX360 Name Points Requirements/NotesWillingness 5 Select guided tutorial. Bragging Rights 5 Create a highlight reel.
Puppeteer 5 Create a fighter and change his face with Create Fighter.Chopping 'Em Down 5 Get a TKO victory by damaging your opponent's legs. Every critic of 5 Rate content created by other players in Content Sharing.Practice makes Perfect 5 Play online Fight Camp Sparring Match.Punching is hard work 5 On Ultimate Difficulty, win
with the ability to model On.Prepared to win! 10 Play through every training game with a fighter in the career Mode.Breaking Your Toys 10 Win a match against a computer on experienced difficulties when using an established fighter in the exhibition Mode.Online Amateur 10 Play 10 or more takes online matches. Extracurricular 10 Join
the online fight camp.First of many! 10 Win a top-rated online match for the first time. All about show 10 Watch Pride entrance to the show mode once without missing. Making It Rain 15 accumulates 10,000 or more store outlets. Legendary Career 15 Full Career Mode with a established or roster fighter. Goooaal!! 15 KO opponent with a
football kick. Brute Force 15 Perform a submission to clap or stomp to run against a computer fighter on Advanced Difficulty or above. Prime Time Fighting 15 Participates in 6 or more event mode matches. The Pride Champion 20 Win 25 fights in the title defense Mode.Hall Famer 30 Inducted the Hall of Fame with a fighter in the career
mode.Dual Divison Champion 30 Using 1 fighter in career mode to win the UFC championship in 2 weight classes. Triple Threat 30 Get any Level 3 move for 1 fighter in Career Mode.Online Journeyman 30 Play 500 or more takes online matches. Breaking Your Best Toys 30 Win against an established fighter who has won a Hall of Fame
career on expert difficulty or above. Defined 30 Cleared name mode without any interruptions. History is the best both ways 30 Get a 100 percent completion score with both fighters in Ultimate Fights Mode.Exhibition Excellence 30 Win 5 ranked online matches in a row. Fight Camp Frenzy 35 Win 10 consecutive Fighters Camp matches.
Locks, hooks, and bars-Oh My 45 Win against a computer with all the leg submission moves on Advanced Difficulty or above. Pound for Pound 50 Win each unit in exhibition mode with extended difficulty or higher. The quarter is down, three go 50 clear 25 percent or more of all modes of play. Even Rocky had a Montage 50 Create
highlight reel with 10 or more different fighters. Prolific 100 champion Use 1 fighter in career mode to win the WFA Championship, UFC Championship, and Pride Grand Prix.Finish Fight 100 After Knockout or TKO, land 4 finishing punches and win the match. All about the show? Watch Pride entrance in exhibition mode once without
missing it. Running a clinic? Transition to all ground positions. Devotion? Accumulate 100 Hours of Fighting TimeFace, Meet the Feet? Rock opponent upside down Stomp in the fight PRIDE. 10 Watch PRIDE entry into the exhibition once without missing out. 10 Win a match against COM on experienced difficulties when using CAF in
exhibition mode. 10 Join Xbox LIVE Fight Camp. 10 Win the Xbox LIVE rating match for the first time. 10 Play 10 or more top Xbox LIVE matches. 10 Play through each training game with a fighter in career mode. 100 After knockout or TKO, land 4 finishing blows and win the match. 100 Use 1 fighter in career mode and win the WFA
Championship, UFC Championship and PRIDE Grand Prix. 15 Presentation Of the Slam or Stomp Escape COM in the exhibition on extended difficulty or above 15 KO opponent with a football kick. 15 10,000 or more store outlets accumulated. 15 Play and complete the 6, 7 or 8 card event in event mode. 15 Full career mode with THE
CAF or Fighter Roster. 20 Win 25 fights in a row in title defense mode. 30 win against CAF, who received a Career Hall of Fame on the Show for Expert Complexity or Above. 30 Clear header mode without interruption. 30 Use 1 fighter in career mode to win the UFC championship in 2 weight classes. 30 Win 5 takes Xbox LIVE matches in
a row. 30 Enter the Hall of Fame with a career fighter. 30 Get a 100% completion score with both fighters in combat in Ultimate Fights mode. 30 Play 500 or more Xbox LIVE match rankings. 30 Get any Level 3 move for 1 fighter in career mode. 35 Win 10 consecutive Fight Camp Exhibition Matches. 45 Defeat COM on Advanced or
higher in exhibition or tournament mode with each leg of the performance. 5 Create a highlight coil. 5 Get the victory by knockout, damaging the opponent's legs. 5 Evaluate content created by other players in the Content Sharing section. 5 Play Xbox LIVE Fight Camp Sparring Match. 5 Win a Match on Ultimate in Exhibition or
Tournament mode with energy simulation settings. 5 Create a CAF and change face with CREATE A FIGHTER. 5 Choose tutorial guide 50 Clear 25% or more of all modes 50 Create a Highlight coil with 10 or more different different 50 Win in each division at the exhibition with extended complexity or higher. 50 Get a 4-star score in a
training game with a fighter in career mode. Mode. ufc undisputed 3 cheats ps3. playstation 3 ufc 2009 undisputed cheats. ufc undisputed 3 psp cheats. ufc undisputed 3 modo carreira cheats
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